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**Abstract**—Mitigating software architecture degradation is a task in evolving large and complex software-intensive systems that is as important as it is challenging. One aspect adding to the complexity of the task is the amount of information in the implementations of most real-world systems to be digested in order to detect, analyse, and remedy degradation. In domains with similar challenges, machine learning techniques have been applied in recent years and partially delivered exciting results. Hence the question arises whether, and to which degree, machine learning can be successfully applied to tackle software architecture degradation. In this paper, we propose a novel combination of existing techniques for different phases of the task of mitigating software architecture degradation from detecting it to repairing it. We outline how these techniques could be complemented by machine learning to increase their accuracy and efficiency over time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mitigating Software Architecture Degradation (SAD) plays an important role for the longevity of evolving software-intensive systems. Today SAD is a big challenge in modern architectures like the architecture of software ecosystems and services and leads to a deterioration of the quality of such systems. Architecture degrades/erodes when the implemented architecture of a software system diverges from its intended architecture [1]. This usually happens during software evolution when the software undergoes changes as a result of bug fixes and further development, but may also happen during initial implementation of the system. Architecture erosion hinders the further development of systems and leads to less reusability, maintainability, understandability and decrease in performance.

There has been a lot of research on how to mitigate SAD [1]. However, studies show that in practice it is still difficult to remedy SAD [2]. The study in [1] concludes that none of the available methods singly provides an effective and comprehensive solution for controlling architecture erosion.

There are many reasons why the reduction of SAD causes so many difficulties. One is the inherent complexity of the task. Modern software systems are highly complex and have a long lifespan. The system experts have to filter and find the information relevant to SAD in the huge amount of data contained in large (and potentially old) repositories of source code and other relevant artefacts. Current approaches to SAD seem not to scale well with this complexity [1].

In other domains with similar challenges Machine Learning (ML) techniques are already used to support maintenance and evolution tasks (“predictive maintenance”). Generally, ML is taken to encompass automatic computing procedures based on logical or binary operations that learn a task from a series of examples, i.e., ML provides systems the ability to automatically learn and improve from experience without being explicitly programmed to do so [3]. ML is divided into three subdomains, supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning [4].

Over the past decade, ML techniques have been widely adopted in a number of massive and complex data-intensive fields such as medicine, biology, and astronomy, for these techniques provide possible solutions to mine the information hidden in the data [4]. The question motivating this article is whether and how such techniques can be applied to mitigate SAD more effectively and efficiently. In this paper we look at the state of the art in mitigating SAD and propose a combination of existing techniques and how to add ML to them in order to increase the techniques’ accuracy and efficiency over time.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II gives an overview on the related work. Our idea towards a learning environment for mitigating SAD is presented in Section III. Finally, Section IV concludes.

II. STATE OF THE ART IN MACHINE LEARNING FOR DEALING WITH SAD

In order to characterize the state of the art in using ML, or related techniques, to mitigate SAD, we conducted a systematic literature review of 26 eventually relevant papers. This review is currently being finalized, however, a few important characteristics can already be noted.

We were particularly interested in which activities of SAD mitigation are covered by research. In an earlier mapping study on SAD in general, activities were distinguished into detection, analysis, repairing, and prevention of degradation [5]. We added architecture recovery as an important subsequent step that is intertwined with detection in many techniques and categorized the relevant papers according to the five resulting activities (multiple categories per paper were possible). The results show that a majority of papers fall into the activities of recovery (7 papers) and detection (9 papers). These can be considered the “early” phases of SAD mitigation as one has to have the intended architecture and to know the present inconsistencies before actions against SAD can be taken. Seven papers were considered to cover the analysis of degradation and only three look at the usage of ML for repairing degradation. Preventing erosion was the motivation for four papers.

The use of ML for architecture recovery appears quite natural as clustering is one of the commonly used techniques used in this activity and also a main application of many unsupervised learning techniques. Hence, these techniques are used relatively frequently in this context [6] [7] [8].
The usage of such techniques as a part of detecting and analysing SAD is very diverse. It covers very distinct activities like automating the creation of architecture-implementation mappings required in most consistency checking techniques [9], the detection of design defects [10], or the analysis of the use of architectural tactics [11]. To our best knowledge, no approach applies ML to help software engineers understand potential causes of instances of SAD to better mitigate it as proposed in literature [12]. In preventing SAD, the identified studies were mainly about preventing architecture smells which are often considered to be an important factor leading to degradation (e.g., Fontana et al. [13]).

Most of the studies report positive results regarding the performance of the applied ML techniques as measured by precision, accuracy, or recall. It can thus be concluded that the use of ML techniques in the context of SAD seems beneficial even though a potential publication bias in favour of positive results cannot be completely excluded. However, a few studies outline that there is space for improvement. Khomh et al., for example, apply Bayesian Belief Networks for code and design smell detection with comparably low precision [14]. Lenhard et al. describe a study in which they investigate whether “smelly” code can be used as an indicator for architectural inconsistencies [15]. They tried to train a classifier for this task and describe the results as unsatisfying as they show low precision and recall.

We can conclude from these preliminary findings that an holistic approach making use of ML techniques, supporting the software engineering coherently from the detection of degradation to counteracting it, is missing. Moreover, ML is less frequently applied directly to the phenomenon of degradation, i.e., the divergence between intended architecture and implementation of a system but with aspects indirectly connected to it, such as code/design/architecture smells, design defects, architecture tactics, etc. A stronger research focus on the analysis activity in general with the goal of providing insights to degradation causes might also provide a better ground for applying ML techniques in the activities of repairing and preventing degradation.

III. The Envisaged Approach

In this section, we present our idea towards a learning environment for mitigating SAD.

A. Overview

The suggested approach follows conceptually the ideas of repairing architecture degradation presented by Mair et al. and extends them [12]. The authors follow the analogy of medical doctors that, for treating a disease, first assess symptoms to exclude and diagnose possible diseases or conditions to eventually suggesting and executing a suitable therapy. According to that metaphor, we propose an approach consisting of three main activities as depicted in Figure 1: Architecture Recovery and Consistency Checking (ARC), Degradation Cause Analysis (DCA), and Recommending Repair Actions (RRA).

Comparable to assessing medical symptoms, the ARC step aims at assessing the status quo of software architecture degradation in the software system at hand. This means it consists of inspecting its intended software architecture and the implementation of a system and detecting inconsistencies between them. It might also involve recovering (parts of) the intended architecture as its specification might not exist or be outdated. The result of this activity is—beside a potentially updated intended architecture—primarily a set of architectural inconsistencies each of which might either be considered tolerable or to represent an actual, potentially harmful violation of the intended architecture.

Similar to how the presence or absence of several different symptoms might point to a certain medical condition, combinations of several architectural inconsistencies and properties of the implementation fragments connected to them might indicate a deeper problem behind those inconsistencies. The activity DCA is hence about aggregating information about single instances of architectural inconsistencies to form an overall picture of the underlying causes of the degradation which potentially helps to remedy it more efficiently.

Recommending Repair Actions (RRA): In analogy to deciding on the appropriate therapy based on the diagnosed medical condition, decisions on whether and how to repair the present architecture degradation based on the identified causes have to be made. The activity RRA targets at recommending repairing of the implementation and the intended architecture based on the identified degradation causes in the system under investigation.

One essential aspect of the proposed approach is to complement existing techniques for each of these activities by a “learning component” with the aim of making the use of those techniques more accurate and efficient. ML shall be applied to interpret feedback from and interaction with the user, a software engineer, to increase accuracy and efficiency of those techniques over the lifetime of a system and for application in other systems. For example, a classifier could learn over time to distinguish architectural violations from inconsistencies that are considered allowed architectural divergences based on a software architect’s manual classification of such exceptions in the set of identified inconsistencies in the past. We postulate the hypothesis that such a classifier could improve the accuracy of an architecture consistency technique.
Most techniques for any of these three activities rely on explicitly specified conceptual knowledge as depicted in the upper part of Figure 1. This knowledge is system-independent and comprises architectural concepts and the constraints they imply in the implementation, types of architectural inconsistencies and violations, etc. This knowledge is either embodied in the technique applied (e.g., reflexion modelling as ARC technique with its fix set of dependency constraints [16]) or to be specified by the user (like in tools like ArCh [17]). In the proposed approach, ML techniques shall be applied to extend such conceptual knowledge over time semi-automatically.

In the following sections, we look at these activities in more detail and the potential and envisaged usage of ML techniques.

B. Architecture Recovery and Consistency Checking

The techniques proposed to be used in this step are those suggested by Schindler and Rausch for architecture recovery [18] and by Herold for architecture consistency checking [17]. In the first approach, architectural concepts (e.g., patterns, conventions, communication paradigms, or architectural tactics) are described as set of properties that source code elements implementing these concepts have to fulfil. Based on these formally specified properties, instances of known architectural concepts can be recovered from a system’s implementation. The difficulty lies in the exact definition of the relevant properties for such a concept. The authors instead suggest to make use of ML techniques to classify elements as instances of a particular architectural concept based on the already existing instances and their properties. This classifier could be refined over time and lead to more accurate recovery results.

This approach can be easily connected to the aforementioned approach to architecture consistency checking [17]. In this approach, architectural rules are attached to architecture concepts as first-order logic statements expressing constraints that a consistent implementation needs to fulfil. These rules are very similar to the properties used by Schindler and Rausch [18]. An interesting area for the application of ML techniques is the detection of exceptions from those architectural rules. Often, identified violations of consistency rules are considered acceptable exceptions from the rules (see also Buckley et al. [19]). ML techniques could help to identify common properties among such exceptions to reduce the number of such false positives in future consistency checks.

Moreover, almost all checking techniques and architectural concepts require some form of mapping between architecture elements and implementation elements. This is often considered a cumbersome and time-consuming task [19]. While there exist techniques to semi-automate this task [20] [21], the use of ML techniques has been investigated only for reflexion modelling with promising results [8] [9].

C. Degradation Cause Analysis

For the step of analysing degradation causes, we propose to further extend an approach proposed by Herold et al. [22]. This approach originally complemented reflexion modelling as ARC technique of choice but can be easily adapted to the technique suggested here. Violation causes are expressed as a combination of (1) structural patterns over architectural models, source code, and architectural inconsistencies between them and (2) quantitative properties formulated as metrics and target values to express likely properties of architecture or implementation elements if a specific degradation cause seems to be the reason for an identified architecture violation. The closer the actual metric values are in the context of a specific violation, the more likely the degradation cause is considered to be the actual reason. A recommendation system integrated into a reflexion modelling tool proposes the potential causes in descending order according to their computed probabilities to the user.

We assume that ML techniques can improve these recommendations based on previous user feedback that confirmed or declined suggested recommendations. In particular in cases of competing degradation causes (with similar probabilities), supervised techniques could utilize other features of the relevant architecture and implementation fragments to prioritise certain causes over others based on previous experiences. In a similar way, a system could learn weightings of the “symptoms” expressed in the quantitative properties of a degradation cause, to adapt to system-specific characteristics. If, for example, degradation causes refer to textual similarity metrics (among other metrics) to measure conformance with naming conventions, but users very often decline such causes despite high scores computed by the recommendation system (because the naming convention does not apply in the system at hand), a lower weight decreasing the naming convention’s influence might be beneficial. Furthermore, unsupervised techniques could help to identify new types of degradation causes based on existing but yet unclassified inconsistencies and relevant features of the implementation elements related to them.

D. Recommending Repair Actions

For the step of recommending repair actions, we envisage to adapt the approach proposed by Terra et al. who describe a recommendation system that suggests refactorings for violations of dependencies as modelled in an architectural model of a system [23]. Instead of producing recommendations per single violations as in the original approach, the degradation causes identified during DCA will be the units for which recommendations will be made such that they do not look at violations in isolation but consider their semantic context.

ML techniques can help to overcome one of the main limitations of the technique so far which is the fix and predefined priorities of refactorings. If two or more refactorings are applicable to resolve an architecture inconsistency, the one with the higher priority will be recommended. Again, the technique could be improved in this regard through learning from previous actions of the user, having accepted and rejected recommended refactorings, and looking at which recommendation alternatives were chosen in different contexts. Moreover, we envisage to also observe how these recommendations are actually turned into actions. If the recommended (series of) refactorings are frequently extended by additional actions, for example, the recommended refactoring could be adapted, or a new recommendation could be added to the recommendation system. Similarly, unsupervised learning techniques could identify recommendations from repair actions that the user performs without following any of the suggestions of the system at all.

IV. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we sketched a novel holistic approach to counteracting software architecture degradation in software-intensive systems through extending existing techniques by
machine learning. Based on the preliminary results of a systematic literature review, we conclude that an holistic approach making use of machine learning techniques is missing. We assume that this new direction leads to improved accuracy and efficiency in mitigating SAD and, hence, to a higher acceptance of the corresponding techniques in practice.

In the immediate future work, we intend to adapt and extend the tools for the three activities identified. This includes extending them by the means to retrieve feedback on suggested architecture violations, degradation causes, etc. from the user and to feed this information into appropriate learning mechanisms.

In addition, this involves gathering and formalising some of the conceptual knowledge as outlined in Section III and Figure 1. This would serve as baseline knowledge in the evaluation of the approach based on which the learning mechanisms would adapt to project or system-specific settings over time. This data can partially come from literature, such as the formalization of patterns as architectural constraints. Given the lack of studies in analysing degradation causes, however, empirical observations from case studies with real-world software projects and potentially from experiments with students or practitioners will be performed. Based on this, we will thoroughly evaluate our approach to identify the strengths, and possible weaknesses.
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